2022 MAACCE BREAKOUT SESSIONS
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 2022
Session 7: 8:30 am – 9:30 am
Afterschool Programs Connecting with the Regular School Day
Join us to learn how afterschool programs can link their programming with the regular school day and also serve as a
connection between the school and students' homes.
Presenters: Brad Lademann – Associate Director of Quality Initiatives, Missouri AfterSchool Network
Clint Darr – MASN MOARC Coordinator, Missouri AfterSchool Network
Categories: Afterschool

Cultural Competency
When educators fail to acknowledge their own biases and assumptions, the hindrance of a student’s developmental
process is inevitable. Having good intentions is not sufficient; the actions are what will be seen and felt by students. What
one individual may perceive as innocent can have detrimental ramifications.
Presenter: Dr. Jacqueline Carter – Instructor, St Louis Public Schools
Categories: Adult Education – Teachers; Community Education

Human Trafficking Awareness to Action
(Extended Session – Sessions #7 & #8)
Human Trafficking is the business of stealing the freedom of females, males, children, and young people for profit, and it
is happening in your neighborhood. Human Trafficking Awareness to Action is an educational presentation that will equip
you with the knowledge to see the signs of and report human trafficking. This presentation will open your eyes to your
scope of influence and responsibility as an educator, leader, and good human in the fight against this very real evil.
Presenters: April Rothweiler – Education Specialist, STOP Human Trafficking Coalition of Central Missouri
Richelle Douglas – Education Specialist, STOP Human Trafficking Coalition of Central Missouri
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL; Afterschool, Community Education

Math Survival Kit
Math can feel complicated for many adult learners. I will be sharing some of the methods that I teach my students to
overcome their fear of many of the "hurdles" that slow them down. These include how to use acronyms like: King Henry
Died Unexpectedly Drinking Chocolate Milk to convert metrics, Keep Change Flip for dividing fractions, and many others.
Presenter: Donna Good – Educator III, Chillicothe Correctional Center DOC
Categories: Adult Education – Teachers

Passion with Purpose: Do the Most Good
We all have passions, motivations, cultural dream worlds.... On the other side of that is reality! While it is easy to fall into
regurgitated lessons and activities, and these can be effective, but can we honestly say they do the most good? Maybe we
can help guide this ship from our very own wheelhouse!
Presenter: Steve Voyles - Teacher/Coach/After School Programs, Winona R-III School District
Categories: Afterschool, Community Education

Student Mental Health Taskforce
This presentation will highlight the work the Missouri Department of Higher Education and Workforce Development is
doing in the mental health space.
Presenter: Jaron Vail - Program Specialist, Missouri Department of Higher Education and Workforce
Development
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL; Afterschool, Community Education

Own It! Recognizing the Dynamics of Privilege and Oppression in the Classroom
In this presentation, participants will be introduced to foundational concepts of identity, privilege, and oppression. They
will be guided in a brief exploration of their own identity and asked to reflect on the dynamics created in their classroom
environments by different identities. We will also explore some tactics and practices to help foster more inclusive
classroom environments.
Presenter: Brad Turnbull – ELL Instructor, Macon AEL
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL; Community Education

Session 8: 9:45 am – 10:45 am
Beyond The Binary: Fostering Gender Inclusive Classrooms
In this presentation, participants will explore key concepts of gender and learn more about identities outside of the
traditional male and female. We will cover basic knowledge and discuss strategies that will help to foster a more inclusive
classroom for transgender, non-binary, and gender nonconforming individuals. we will cover a broad range of information
from pronouns to practices.
Presenter: Brad Turnbull – ELL Instructor, Macon AEL
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL; Community Education

Come Explore the World of Opportunities MOLearns has to Offer
Round Table Format with small group discussions
MOLearns has been the leading distance education model for Adult Education and Literacy programs in Missouri since
2001. Join us to learn more about the MOLearns online program and have the opportunity to break into small groups with
our experienced online teachers for a question-and-answer session along with a chance to view our curriculum. Learn how
MOLearns can help your students become successful online learners.
Key Features of MOLearns
•
Flexibility 24/7 –students may complete on their schedule, day or night
•
Experienced, dedicated instructors that are both teacher and motivator
•
Individualized learning plans for each student based on TABE diagnostics
•
Pre and post testing – offering limited virtual testing
•
Instruction through curriculum developed specifically for and by MOLearns
•
Canvas LMS platform – prepares students for higher education environments
•
Synchronous and asynchronous learning
•
Building digital literacy and other skills needed for college/job placement
Presenters: Tina Hunsel – Online Instructor, MOLearns
Tania Langreher – Online Instructor, MOLearns
Debbie Calderon – Online Instructor, MOLearns
Laura Hernke – Online Facilitator, MOLearns
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers

Help Your Students Build Employability Skills to Find & Keep a Job
Work Essentials is an online, self-paced course designed to help students build the employability skills they need to enter
the workforce. This instructional content focuses on what today’s employers want from new hires and prepares students
to navigate their own job search, become valued employees, and advance in their careers. Each module keeps students
invested by rewarding their work with digital badges and certifications that recognize their accomplishments.
Presenters: Rich Palmer – Midwest Sales Rep, Essential Education
AJ Crowell – Educator Support Specialist, Essential Education
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL

Human Trafficking Awareness to Action
(Continued from Session #7)
Presenters: April Rothweiler – Education Specialist, STOP Human Trafficking Coalition of Central Missouri
Richelle Douglas – Education Specialist, STOP Human Trafficking Coalition of Central Missouri
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL; Afterschool, Community Education

Plan to Reflect!
The session will provide professionals with engaging tools and strategies to plan, implement and reflect on program efforts
with teamwork in mind! With the incorporation of learning-by-doing activities, participants will have hands-on learning
to apply to in-session reflection. Tools are designed for the afterschool environment and can be adapted for
implementation to additional audiences.
Presenter: Beth Rasa Edwards – Enrichment Connections Coordinator, Missouri AfterSchool Network
Categories: Afterschool

Show Me Essay Show Down
Due to slight changes in HiSET essay format, students, more than ever, need to "Show Me" the evidence to support their
claims. While the 5-3 Plan or Near Perfect Essay has served our students well, it's time to "sweeten the deal" with some
new essay planning devices (pneumonic devices). Resources will be provided to assist participants with essay preparation.
Some old myths will be debunked, and we'll get our students on track to essay success.
Presenter: Stephony Hoppe – Academic Teacher III, Missouri Department of Corrections
Categories: Adult Education – Teachers, ESL

You Need a Hobby
In all the crazy of life, we must take time for rest and recharge. Research demonstrates the value of having and practicing
a hobby. This workshop will challenge you to identify your hobby - a good practice for all humans. For afterschool
professionals we will also explore how to engage others in sharing their hobbies with your students to develop a program
that tops the charts in providing a broad array of enrichment activities for your students.
Presenter: Colleen Abbott – Director of Afterschool Services, Eldon lEAP
Categories: Adult Education – Directors, Teachers, ESL; Afterschool, Community Education

